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Closing the educational and
economic gap for minority
entrepreneurs across Florida.

WELCOME
There has been a lot of talk about the racial
divide over the past year. I’d like to talk
about a new color to help bring us together:
green.
I’ve been privileged to live the American
Dream, but too many people who look like
me don’t believe that dream is available to
them. Sadly, statistics confirm their fears.
African American median net worth averages
a dime compared to a dollar for white
Americans ($17,600 vs. $171,000
respectively).
The only way to close this economic gap is
through wealth-generating solutions. Those
trapped in poverty live in places with little
investment, poor financial services and
almost no ownership. In other words, we
don’t have poor neighborhoods as much as
broken economies.
I grew up in one of those neighborhoods. I
had a great family and friends. But there
were few financially successful role models.
We were told that our route out of poverty
was through sports or entertainment.
Against all odds, my brother and I both took
that route and became teammates on the
Dallas Cowboys. That’s the story the world
sees. But I have wanted to be a businessman
since I was a boy, and my NFL dream has
allowed my business dreams to flourish.
Now I want to use my success as a pathway
for thousands of other black and brown
entrepreneurs to become successful. I call
this my purpose beyond athletics and I
launched the Minority Entrepreneurship
Institute (MEI) to fuel this vision.

Tonight, we are hosting the inaugural MEI Florida Showcase,
featuring a pitch competition for minority entrepreneurs from across
the state. We received 85 applications from minority entrepreneurs
in more than a dozen Florida cities. We selected 5 finalists to
showcase their talent by pitching their businesses on stage tonight.
Our plan is to invest $300,000 in three new MEI portfolio companies.
We are also announcing that several dozen companies have qualified
for our MEI Florida Marketplace. You can read about these amazing
companies in the pages that follow.
With less than 2% of venture capital being invested in minority
entrepreneurs, MEI is seeking to close the gap by generating quality
deal flow. I’ve pledged $2.5 million over 10 years to spur our
investments. We are gaining co-investors who share my belief that
capital can be used to make the American Dream accessible to every
Floridian. Minority entrepreneurs are the gamechangers who can
make an inclusive economy come to life.

Jaylon Smith
MEI Founder, Dallas Cowboys #9

FLORIDA SHOWCASE
JULY 9, 2021
SIX-THIRTY IN THE EVENING

6:45pm
Welcoming Remarks

6:55pm
Shark and Entrepreneur
Introductions

7:00pm
Entrepreneur Presentations:
COI Energy, MOGL, Cuemby,
NESTRE, Home Lending Pal

8:35pm
Shark Deliberation: Jaylon Smith,
Derrick Brooks, Carmen Castillo,
Arron Solano

8:45pm
Winner Announcements

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS AND INVESTORS

The following partners have generously supported the
MEI Florida Showcase 2021.

MEET THE SHARKS

JAYLON SMITH
Founder, Minority Entrepreneurship
Institute
Jaylon launched the MEI in partnership
with RISE Sports Advisors and the
Sagamore Institute in 2019 and has
pledged $2.5 million over 10 years to spur
MEI investments.

DERRICK BROOKS
NFL Legend & Hall of Famer
Derrick Brooks was drafted by the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers in the 1995 NFL
Draft. He was a six-time All-Pro choice,
and selected to the NFL’s All-Decade
Team of the 2000s.

CARMEN CASTILLO
President & CEO of SDI International
Corp.
Carmen heads one of the largest
Hispanic- and woman-owned companies
in the world. SDI provides clients with
scalable procurement solutions centered
around the tail-end of the supply chain.

ARRON SOLANO
Co-Founder & Managing Partner,
Calano Funds
Calano Funds is a Seed investment firm
focused on Sports Tech, SaaS, and
eComm. Arron has 10+ years within the
Florida market and advises companies
on growth and operations.

MEET THE ENTREPRENEURS

COI

ENERGY

|

SALISA

BERRIEN

100%
250+

CUSTOMER RETENTION

COMMERICIAL & INDUSTRIAL
CUSTOMERS

A
digital
energy
management
platform that detects and eliminates
energy waste in buildings and
repurposes that waste for good,
improving trust and engagement
between utilities and businesses at
the same time.

WWW.COIENERGYSERVICES.COM
salisa@coienergyservices.com

MOGL

|

AYDEN

SYAL

&

BRANDON

WIMBUSH

FEATURD IN: FORBES, USA TODAY

500

ATHLETES AND 50
BUSINESSES SIGNED

An online platform that connects
athletes,
particularly
collegiate
players, with businesses in order to
monetize the athletes' name, image,
and likeness.

WWW.MOGL.ONLINE
inquiries@mogl.online

CUEMBY

|

ANGEL

RAMIREZ

REDUCES CLOUD COST BY

35%

AND 13 POTENTIAL
5 CLIENTS
CUSTOMERS WAITING FOR DEMO
A
NoOps
cloud
platform
to
effortlessly manage distributed cloud
resources. The founders are building
the company with the goal of
delivering open source products.

WWW.CUEMBY.COM
angel@cuemby.com

NESTRE

|

DR.

TOMMY

SHAVERS

RESEARCH PARNTERSHIP WITH HARVARD
UNIVERSITY ON NEURO-NANTECHNOLOGY

SELECTED FOR LAKE NONA

ACCELERATOR

NESTRE is a neuro-strength training
platform which provides cognitive
assessments and training to users.
Clients can assess, monitor and
improve performance in the areas of
cognitive health, mental wellbeing
and human performance.
WWW.NESTREPERFORMANCE.COM
tshavers@nestreperformance.com

HOME

LENDING

PAL

|

BRYAN

YOUNG

83%

&

STEVE

BETTER

BORROWER EXPERIENCE
APPROVAL RATING

19k

BETA TESTERS

An
independent
AI-powered
mortgage advisor within a blockchain
ecosystem that helps create a more
transparent process. Removes bias by
anonymizing
customer
through
blockchain technology.
WWW.HOMELENDINGPAL.COM
byoung@homelendingpal.com

ABOUT

EMBARC

COLLECTIVE

Embarc Collective helps Tampa Bay’s startup talent build bold, scalable,
thriving companies. Our staff of executive advisors and function-specific
experts deliver individualized support to startups inside of Embarc
Collective’s state-of-the-art 32,000 square foot collaboration facility.

FLORIDA ECOSYSTEM

With its tropical climate and diverse, growing
population, Miami's tech start-up ecosystem benefits
from an influx of talent from across the country.
SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

500 Startups
Endeavor Miami
Knight Foundation
Launch Pad
Refresh Miami
The Lab Miami
Venture Hive

INVESTORS

Animo
Antares Capital
ClearSky
Lightship Capital
MC Capital

Miami Angels
Miami Black
Angels
Rokk3r
The Venture City

Home of the Citrus Bowl, Disney's ESPN
Wide World of Sports Complex, and numerous MLB
training camps, Orlando is known for its sports start-ups.
SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

Align Business Advisory
Services
Starter Studio

INVESTORS

Calano Funds
Deep Work Capital
Arsenal

Inflexion Partners
Kirenaga
leAD

With twenty healthcare facilities, the
Mayo clinic, Docity, and more stationed in Jacksonville,
the city is proving hospitable to healthcare startups.
SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

Elev8 Ventures
PS27 Ventures
Beaver Street Enterprise Center

INVESTORS

JaxAngels
Jessie Ball DuPont Fund

in the nation for
entrepreneurship

in the nation for number of
minority-owned businesses

Nearly 50 active pre-seed to growth stage investment firms and a
host of support organizations contribute to Florida’s flourishing
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

is known
for seed and pre-seed
stage
startups.
A
majority of the region's
firms focus here.
SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

Tampa Bay Wave
Embarc Collective
Make It TB
TB Innovation Center
TiE Tampa Bay

INVESTORS

Ark Applications
Hegemon
Aznu Partners
Capital
NCF Tampa
Westlake
Axioma Ventures
Capital
Ballast Point Ventures
Bisk Ventures

THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE
The MEI Florida Showcase marks the opening of the Florida
marketplace. In each of our markets – Texas, Indiana, and
Florida – we host a pitch competition and educational
summit to give black and brown entrepreneurs access to
both capital and resources. Last year, in Texas, we invested
$600,000 in five minority businesses that are well on their
way to success. We will be hosting our second MEI Virtual
Education Summit later this year.
Together, these three states comprise a national portfolio of
opportunities for investors and entrepreneurs that are
passionate about transforming minority communities.

THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE

CONSULTING

BEATO CONSULTING ENGINEERS | CARLOS BEATO
Beato creates custom structural, construction and project
management solutions for clients across America and abroad
beatoconsultingengineers.com | carlosbeato@beato-ce.com

CONSULTING

IMPROVING AVIATION | ROCIO FREJ VITALLE
Improving Aviation develops solutions that enable the next
generation of air transportation systems.
improvingaviation.com | rocio@improvingaviation.com

CONSULTING

THE EPIC NETWORK | ROSA ELENA SPENCE
The Epic Network provides coaching, networking opportunities,
and event support for entrepreneurs in the area.
epicnetwork.com | dsr917@gmail.com

CONSULTING

XIBYTE | SAT RAMPHAL
Binding intelligence from an advisor and virtual assistant, Maya,
XiByte is accelerating entrepreneurship growth using voice and AI
meetmaya.world | satramphal@xibyte.com

EDTECH

ELEVATED | GREGORIO LONDONO
ElevatED's digital platform helps students establish a clear path to
reach their purpose and fulfill their potential.
yourelevated.com | glondono@tcapital.com.com

EDTECH

LIVEEDU | OYINDAMOLA RICHARD TENIOLA
LiveEDU is a gamification learning software designed to aid
patients and their families in discharge exit training programs.
liveedu.live/ | orteniola@gmail.com

FINTECH

SAIVY INC | DALEIK VAUGHN
An A.I.-powered app for single family property owners to budget
and save for home remodeling expenses and emergency repairs.
getsaivy.com | rdvaughn@getsaivy.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

FITLYFE | ISOM MORRIS
FitLyfe applies innovative, proprietary solutions to drive better
wellness outcomes for companies and individuals.
www.fitlyfe.fit | isommorris@fitlyfe.fit

HEALTH & WELLNESS

GLAMO | RISHIELLE GISCOMBE
Glamo is a beauty on demand marketplace that allows you to
have your own personal stylist whenever and wherever you want.
glamoapp.com | rishielle44@gmail.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

KREYOL ESSENCE | YVE CAR MOMPEROUSSE
Kreyol Essence brings eco-friendly and natural hair, skin, and
body products from Haiti to the world,
kreyolessence.com | finance@kreyolessence.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

RELIEVEIT | CALEB WILLIAMS
RelieveIt offers innovative natural pain relief and wellness
products that originated in Trinidad & Tobago.
relieveitb4.com | w.caleb.williams@spraingo.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

THE NATURAL NIPPLE CORP. | LAUREN WRIGHT
The only infant feeding system that is researched and designed
to mimic a mother’s shape, feel, and flow.
thenaturalnipple.com | laurenwright@thenaturalnipple.com

THE MEI FLORIDA
THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE
MARKETPLACE

THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE

HEALTH & WELLNESS

WELLFED COMMUNITY | DHALIA BUMBACA
WellFed Community addresses food sovereignty in the
Tampa Bay Area through a conscious-service business model.
thewellfedcommunity.org | dhaliabumbaca@gmail.com

HEALTH TECH

BRAINFORCE | MOHIT PATIL
BrainForce empowers the disabled who cannot use their
hands or fingers by providing hands-free technology devices.
brainforce.us/ | mohitpatil94@gmail.com

HEALTH TECH

PINK LOTUS TECHNOLOGIES | MARYANN KILGALLON
A tech company that develops consumer concepts incorporating
today’s technologies to create the products of tomorrow.
pinklotustech.com | maryann@pinklotustech.com

MARKETPLACE TECH

CASTAR APPLICATIONS, INC. | THOMAS JONES
LCastar is an app for Women, People Of Color and the LGBTQ+
community to discover jobs, network with diverse talent.
www.joincastar.com | info@castarapp.com

MARKETPLACE TECH

CEO ANALYTICS, LLC | MARCELO SALUP
We unearth what really drives your customers to buy and keep
buying from you.
ceo-analytics.com | msalup@ceo-analytics.com

MARKETPLACE TECH

FAYVEN | APRIL CALDWELL
A marketplace that books mobile businesses & artisans at local
venues for curated pop-up shops.
www.fayVen.com | info@fayven.com

MARKETPLACE TECH

FIRST CHOICE STAFFING AGENCY | DERRIEL DIXIE
The agency works with small businesses and matches them with
formerly incarcerated individuals who serve as temps.
www.fcsateam.com | ddixie@usf.edu

MARKETPLACE TECH

HIRE LLAMA | JAVIER DUTAN
Hire Llama specializes in sourcing, vetting & hiring remote Senior
level engineers. while creating communities of high-quality talent
hirellama.com | javier@hirellama.com

MEDIA & LIFESTYLE

COLLEGE THRIFTS | PATRICIA GARCIA
College Thrifts is an inclusive peer to peer platform for students
to buy and sell their gently used collegiate apparel.
collegethrifts.com | pgarc134@fiu.edu

MEDIA & LIFESTYLE

GRAPEVINE | NIGEL DAVIS
Grapevine is a social media platform that helps college students
find community through sharing their experiences.
grapevinecampus.com | ndavis@grapevinecampus.com

MEDIA & LIFESTYLE

MOMENRY | ALEXANDER RODRIGUEZ COUVERTIER
Momenry is an augmented reality platform that lets you bond
physical content with digital to bring memorable moments to life.
www.momenry.com | alex@momenry.com

MEDIA & LIFESTYLE

MYLESTONE MOMENTS, LLC | KEREN ATKINSON
Mylestone's platform allows you to, design,, fund and gift a book
of personal notes and images celebrating a peak moment.
mylestones.com | keren@mylestones.com

THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE

THE MEI FLORIDA
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MEDIA & LIFESTYLE

POPPSEE | LISA MANZI
Our digital art studio allows customers to easily design, edit and
shop for customizable home decor, apparel and accessories.
www.poppsee.com | lisa@poppsee.com

PET TECH

LETSPS | OBINNA ARIRI
A pet-centric online community that offers services and content
to assist pet parents with all of their pet needs.
www.letsps.com | owners@letsps.com

PET TECH

PAXI INC, | GREGORY SMITH
Paxi is the country's first on demand rideshare service for pets or
people traveling with pets. Its like an Uber for pets.
www.ridepaxi.com | plibecc@gmail.com

PET TECH

PET CULTURE MEDIA | JANEL YOUNG
Pet Cult is an interactive, streaming app that brings pet parents
and their pets together virtually.
petcult.com | petcultmedia@gmail.com

RETAIL PRODUCTS

ACTIVE KIDS 2.0 | LARISSA MALONEY
Active Kids 2.0 is an on-demand service providing fitness and
wellness classes for kids to enjoy from home!
www.activekids2.com | info@activekids2.com

RETAIL PRODUCTS

CUFFED DESIGN, INC. | WINSTON LEE
Cuffed Design specializes in designing & manufacturing leather
handbags and custom accessories.
www.fayVen.com | info@fayven.com

RETAIL PRODUCTS

LITTLE BLACK BOX, LLC | CRYSTAL ISRAEL
Little Black Box makes artisan preserves and eclectic baked
goods, preserving the art of food preservation.
littleblackboxbakedgoods.com | clisrael@me.com

RETAIL PRODUCTS

THE FISHING CADDY | JOSEPH PIPPINS
The Fishing Caddy sells high quality fishing products to major
retailers like Walmart, Bass Pro, Cabelas, and Ace Hardware.
www.TheFishingCaddy.com | joepippins@yahoo.com

SPORTS

SOCIAL VICTORIES | WHITNEY HOLTZMAN
We help pro athletes and leaders in the sports world build their
brands and figure out life after sports.
www.SocialVictories.com | WhitneyHoltzman@SocialVictories.com

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

JORGIE INC. | JORGIE FRANKS
A networking and training organization for entrepreneurs and
minority owned businesses.
www.Jorgiein.com | hello@jorgieinc.com

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

RCI ENTREPRENEUR EMPOWERMENT PROJECT |
SHARON HILL
A mentoring program empowering visionaries with new start-ups,
organizations, and initiatives.
rcieepempowerment.com | SIH@RCIEEPEmpowerment.com

THE MEI FLORIDA
MARKETPLACE

MEI ACCELERATOR
@COhatch
50 minority entrepreneurs selected
for two-year fellowships (10 per city)
Free co-working memberships at
COhatch locations in Indianapolis, IN;
Columbus, OH; Cleveland, OH;
Cincinnati, OH; and Tampa, FL

Quarterly entrepreneur support
training
5 hours of coaching per quarter by
established minority business
mentors

Regular social networking events for
MEI fellows and other city leaders
Online resources for assistance
starting and scaling a business plus
other operational and technical
support services

Investment capital available for
qualified businesses

Access to financial capital for entrepreneurs is a key ingredient in closing
the wealth gap in minority communities. But we know that isn’t enough.
Minority business owners also need greater access to human capital
through mentorship and coaching.

MARCUS COOKSEY

When Marcus Cooksey, founder of DukeAI,
delivered his pitch at the 2020 Texas Showcase
he was looking for funds to develop and
market his product: a B2B platform that
provides automated accounting services for
small businesses in the transportation industry.
DukeAI took third place in the competition
and received $75,000 in investment, but what
has been more impactful for Cooksey’s
business in the last year is relationships
through the MEI community.

As MEI established relationships in Tampa ahead of the MEI Florida
Showcase, it was introduced to Dr. Richard Munassi, Director of Accelerator
Cohorts at Tampa Bay Wave. Tampa Bay Wave is an entrepreneur support
institution that helps founders accelerate innovation through world class
programs and networks.
MEI introduced Tampa Bay Wave to DukeAI, who landed a spot as 1 of 15
companies in the US selected for their Tech Diversity Accelerator.

"Duke.AI has the potential to disrupt the
trucking business for both independent truck
drivers as well as the financial firms who
support them, resulting in significant value
for both stakeholders. The Tampa Bay Wave
is proud to support Marcus Cooksey and his
team along their journey as a startup founder,
providing business development support,
investor relations, mentorship, and more."
-DR. RICHARD MUNASSI

The MEI portfolio company took third place at the 2020 Texas
Showcase and was recently selected for Tampa Bay Wave's
Tech Diversity Accelerator 2021 Cohort.

The
accelerator,
powered
by
Nielsen
Foundation, is a unique 90-day program
designed for early-stage tech companies that
are 51% owned, controlled, and operated by a
minority, woman, veteran, disabled, or LGBTQ
person or persons. Through the program,
DukeAI will receive mentoring, pitch coaching
and sales training, curated workshops and
networking events, and media exposure.
This was not the first MEI introduction that helped take DukeAI to the next
level. One of the guests at the 2020 Texas Showcase was Steven Hausman, a
friend of the Minority Entrepreneurship Institute and Managing Director of
Entre Capital, a lender for businesses operated by formerly incarcerated
individuals. Hausman also happens to come from a family of trucking
operators and worked for more than 35 years in commercial finance for TBK
Bank, CitiCapital and Volvo. He knew instantly that he could help Cooksey
with industry connections, as well as refining their product strategy. That
introduction after the Texas Showcase has led to Hausman serving on the
advisory board of Duke.AI and becoming a close personal friend of Cooksey.
With the support of MEI's generous partners, more and more stories like this
are possible. The Florida Showcase is about much more than capital – it
enlivens ideas, creates community, and advances a culture of cooperation
that is critical to bridging the racial wealth gap.

“I loved these guys from the onset. From
an industry perspective, they were skating
precisely where the puck was heading, but
the hockey goal was much bigger than the
basic accounting application which Marcus
was presenting. I believe the ceiling for this
business is incredible, but the heart for
uplifting the disadvantaged workforce
community in Dallas has inspired me on so
many levels.”
- STEVEN HAUSMAN

JOIN US

INVEST

SPONSOR

Contact us to learn more about
sponsoring, investing, or
partnering with MEI to support
minority entrepreneurs in your
area.
info@meicapitalfund.org
www.meicaptialfund.org
instagram.com/meicapitalfund

FOLLOW

WWW.MEICAPITALFUND.ORG

WWW.MEICAPITALFUND.ORG

